I like to…
a) work by myself

b) collaborate in a group

When I walk into the room, I prefer…
d) a set routine where I know what to expect

c) compete with classmates

e) a surprise or some variety in lessons

I prefer to…
f) write my thoughts

g) share my thoughts out loud

h) express my thoughts creatively

I like to…
a) sit still when I learn

b) move around the room

c) be an active learner

I enjoy…
d) a clear rubric and defined structure

e) choices and freedom to be creative
h) crafty projects

I enjoy a classroom that…
a) is quiet
b) allows opportunities for group work

c) is always active with games

I focus on…
d) the details

e) the big picture

I prefer directions to be…
f) handed to me and typed out

g) explained to me

h) open-ended

Name:

My favorite assignments include…
f) written work
g) oral presentations

Student Learning Profile

For each question, select the answer that best describes your preferences.

For each statement, mark an “x” along the line where you feel your beliefs fall (close to one option or somewhere in between).
The success of an individual is
more important than the
success of the group.

I control my learning.

The success of the group is more
important than the success of the
individual.
My teacher controls my learning.

I am motivated by criticism.

I am motivated by praise.

I show respect by being silent.

I show respect by sharing my feelings.

My culture and family
background affect my learning
style.

My culture and family background do
not affect my learning style.

I enjoy celebrating my own
success.

I enjoy celebrating the success of
others or a whole group.

I can perform better if I make
some changes.

I can perform better if my teacher or
environment changes.
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